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 Despite his great performance, the police finds out and issues an order to turn the speeding car in. After turning it in, the police offers Boswell a deal: if he helps them finding the people that installed a hidden GPS tracking system in his car, they will not arrest him. Boswell agrees, and he travels to a race track in Germany, where he challenges his rival and his gang. He eventually discovers that his
rival is imprisoned, and the prison warden is planning to turn Boswell in to police. To protect Boswell, his friends help him entering the race, and Boswell manages to win the race. However, the policemen finds out about it. Boswell then learns that the prison warden is actually one of his former classmates at high school, Mr. Stark. After defeating the warden in the race, the cops arrive and arrest Mr.
Stark, and then arrest Boswell as well. The police brings Boswell to the police headquarters, but Boswell escapes and finds his father, who was just released from prison after serving a six-year sentence. He finds out that his father was framed by Mr. Stark, and he learns that his father and Mr. Stark had been planning to put Boswell in prison as revenge for Boswell's "disrespect" in front of Mr. Stark.

Boswell then confronts Mr. Stark, and the police arrests Mr. Stark for framing Boswell. References External links Category:2016 American novels Category:American crime novels Category:Novels set in Atlanta Category:Novels by Amanda Hocking.V. It was constructed by skilled Chinese workers who had perfected their skills over the previous two centuries, and still boasted an impressive range of
buildings and structures made from basalt and granite. There was a massive, richly-decorated, three-storey stone pagoda known as the Guanyin Temple, where the holy Guanyin statue stood upon a white granite pedestal (a theme which would be repeated in later temples such as the Potala in Lhasa), as well as Buddhist temples, residences, stables, pagodas, bridges, fountains, palaces and an impressive

system of underground tunnels which helped a great deal in keeping out the bitter north winds. In today’s modern city, the temples have been subsumed into the general urban fabric, but one can still see the immense size of the buildings and structures. However, the mass of 82157476af
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